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Hello and thank you and intro 
How online design can improve your connections and revive sites that lack the attention they deserve 

contemporary 
strategies active usepassive  

observation

The contemporary strategies for the design of online environments must account for our interactions with images, 
animation, video, audio, and text. Such interaction turns us from CLICK passive observation to active use, much different 
than what our print applications offer us.



warning
bad design about to appear

Historically, the design of online environments has been approached as if it were a print piece, structuring information 
into “pages” of information, with lots of textural content and few images. CLICK Hyperlinks connected us to more 
content, thus making navigation through this information an endless nightmare. Trying to connect all the parts and gain 
an understanding of the information produced mixed reactions and created conditions for loss of attention and patience. 
CLICK !
http://davidwarlick.com/images/CNN.com-20091222-061959.jpg 
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~jasonh/blog/evolution-big.png 

The current online landscape now offers a variety of templates to better organize all forms of media into a structure that 
creates a more engaging environment. Another added perk is that anyone can figure out how to use them. However, 
these one-size-fits-all templates compartmentalizes information, instead of customizing it for flexible environments, 
individuals, or situations. For example, searching online for information related to your child’s sleeping habits versus 
browsing for work outfit ideas implies a different set of circumstances.



the people
goals

motivations
tasks

differences

specific situations

To take it a little further, the people conducting these searches bring their own sets of CLICK goals, motivations, and 
tasks, not to mention their own cognitive differences. These differences reflect specific behaviors in the information 
searching process from which we can generate specific situations CLICK. 

what is she thinking?
how is she searching?
how is she processing  
the information?
what are her values  
and motives?

The design of online environments asks designers to identify with someone else’s mental structure, demanding us to 
acquire a greater understanding of cognitive and social sciences (manovich, 61). We do not need to be experts in the 
realm of human thought, but rather learn how to build on and use an understanding that already exists in a discourse 
outside of our own. This means we need to look to other disciplines to develop processes and method that help us to 
better understand people, more specifically their CLICK preferences for searching, ways of processing information and 
their individual values, meanings, and motives. If we have this understanding, we can better design an engaging online 
environment that considers a wide variety of possibilities rather than a one-size fits all approach CLICK. !!



online projects

Throughout the rest of the presentation, I will share a variety of online projects that look to engage people in a different 
way. My first experiences working and thinking in this way started when I attended graduate school at NCState in Raleigh. 
Up until my graduate year, I had been an art director and designer for 8 yrs, working primarily in branding and print 
design. The thought of designing for the “internet” was not on my radar.

aka speculative projects 
aka not real projects

online projects
graduate

Then I entered graduate school, this experience spun my head around so much that I am still working through whatever 
koolaid it was they fed me while I was there. This is where I first started to do work that put to use methods and processes 
informed by other disciplines such as urban planning, social sciences, and psychology. All disciplines that are built on the 
understanding of people.



Cady Bean-Smith, Lauren Waugh, and Samyul Kim 

Raleigh Garden Online Experience

collaborative project: T.F.P

In this collaborative project, we developed a speculative online experience that was to represent a physical location that 
once existed in Raleigh NC. !

mrs. henderson’s garden

Talk about Mrs. Henderson’s garden, she was an: artist, gardener, community figure NCSU raleigh and national level. 



schema structures

imageability
&

For the creation of this site we employed the use of schema structures and theories of imageability to organize and 
design the online environment.

schema structures
set of expectations

event schemas

role schemas

place schemas

story schemas

Stories, Scripts, and Scenes: Aspects of Schema Theory 

Jean Mandler

Schema Structures: !
A schema is a set of expectations. CLICK !
theory-driven process of schemas connects us to new and old information and recognizes what is missing, based on 
expectations, preconceptions, and knowledge. Schema concepts lend to the organization of an experience. Schemas use 
existing information contained in our memory and guides us to encode and notice information that is consistent with our 
prior expectations of a given situation, activity, person, or even our self !
CLICK expectations consist of event and scene schemas which are temporal and spatial each item belongs to a whole  !
CLICK Role, place, story schemas !
A story schema is a general framework that includes hierarchy ordering of story elements that relate temporally !
Event and story schemas work as scripts with expectations that describe the sequential organization of specific activities 
or situations.   !
All of these schema types or cognitive structures can affect the speed and efficiency of searching and processing 
information and inform how we design online environments to better accommodate the temporal and spatial sequencing 



imageability
 “that quality in a physical object which  

gives a high probability of evoking a  
strong image in any given observer.”

navigation theory

The Image of the City

Kevin Lynch

Theories of imageability: !
CLICK Kevin Lynch: American urban planner, studied under FLW, author of the book The Image of the City, 1960s !
He defines imageability as CLICK “that quality in a physical object which gives a high probability of evoking a strong 
image in any given observer.” !
Example: New York vs. Omaha, our perceptions shift, based on our past experiences and memories of other cities and 
towns.  
we would find our way through each city by drawing from these experiences and memories, calling upon the ‘imageable’ 
characteristics to navigate us. 
 

imageability
landmark: external to the user, cannot go 
into, prominence in location, use in orientation,  
may be isolated, not integrated.

district: can be linked together, observer  
can go inside of, identifiable from the inside 
but visible from the outside.

nodes: small points in the city, user can  
enter, can be several nodes, can carry a theme,  
focus of a district, can be dominant feature. 

paths: may not be identifiable or continuous,  
user moves along a path through his/her  
interaction within an environment.

edges: boundaries between two kinds  
of areas or content, can have directional  
qualities.

navigation theory

The Image of the City

Kevin Lynch

Lynch’s theory of imageability is supported by organizational elements, which result in a legible environment: 
—made up of parts that are easily recognizable 
—has clarity 
—can be organized into patterns 
—we are able to orient ourselves 
—recognize places of interest 
—choose from a variety of paths 
—paths connect to locations and people



process work

The following diagrams and process work shows a progression of content and navigation development which eventually 
led to the design of a low-content and high-content prototype of the experience. 

navigation map

NAVIGATION MAP: This navigation map began to define elements of navigation in terms of Lynch's notion of 
imageability 

!!



user map

USER MAP : as a group we mapped our potential users and their motivation for visiting the site; this allowed for us to 
further define the purpose of the site !
audience : Current and new residents / Non-residents / Landscape architects / City developers / College of Design 
students !
New Resident Audience: 
new to Raleigh and has noticed the beautiful landscape that is specific to the area. She wonders about the  
gardening process if she will be able to cultivate plants in her yard. Because she is new to the area, she is not familiar with 
local plants, climate, and weather change. She wonders about the history of her neighborhood that guides her planting 
practice.

content diagram

CONTENT DIAGRAM : we outlined all of the possible content needed and categorized them into time, place, and 
gardener role, event and place schemas



behavior maps

BEHAVIOR MAPS : using the content elements from the previous exercise, we began to form ways a user may move 
through the content; we identified a system moving through macro - mecro - micro; we saw that the user paths through 
the content were very linear, we then rearranged the content to create a cyclical movement by the user and situated them 
at the merco level  !

behavior maps

This cyclical map led us to think about it in spatial and visual language



scene structure

we developed “scene” cards to visual the narrative we wanted the user to move through; which further laid the 
framework for how the system would work

behavior maps



wireframing & user interaction
WIRE FRAMING and USER INTERACTION : we further defined the user path with the structure formed from the cards; 
paper prototyping tool to show user interaction, content, site intent, and transitions

low stakes wireframe



formal visual choices

DESIGN STYLE : we wanted to continue our group process in the “design” phase of the project, to keep it a group effort 
we built a mood board together which will become our inspiration the formal choices

narration

botanical 
facts

current 
raleigh

voice

-keeping in the mind the role schema of the gardener Mrs. Henderson, we used her narrative as the driving voice 
-we chose her voice to accompany the user through the garden environment 
-her anecdotal tone provides a sense of time and place and leads the user to more specific Raleigh and botanical 
information



formal choices

maps

photography

photography

diagrams

illustration
abstract

abstract

pattern

concrete

-propelled by the narrative, our formal choices for the garden environment challenged the garden place schema 
-with a goal to provide the user an experience unique from the physical garden, 
we combined various elements of photography, illustration and pattern to create an abstract feeling 
-the use of maps and diagrams enhances the factual and concrete information 
-further constructing different feelings in different places of the environment

macro

mecro mecro

micro

-through our behavior mapping we identified a macro-mecro-micro theme that we referred to through out our designing 
process, this helped in our design style negotiations 



garden bed

plant

property

raleigh

bulb

-working within specific scenes of garden, bed, plant, bulb, property, Raleigh 
-we organized the environment based on Lynch’s theory of spatial navigation

garden district bed

plant

property

raleigh

bulb

bed nodes 
takes user into  

specific garden beds

property nodes 
takes user up to the 

property level

bed district

plant nodes 
takes user down to  

the plant levellandmarks 
orients user

garden

bulb district

raleigh district info nodes 
give user info

info nodes 
give user info

plant edge

property edge

-the nodes in the garden and bed districts become landmarks as the user interacts within the environment 
-they also provide peeks to where the user is going and where they have been 
-the property and plant edges are transition zones that the user moves through to get into the Raleigh and bulb districts 



-to accommodate a full glimpse of the environment, we identified two user paths in our prototype of interaction !!

INTRO: It’s the first blossom of spring…that’s always the most precious of the year. It’s good you came today. You take it. 
You should have it. !
INTRO 2: Surely in our own little private world we should seek a change of tempo and welcome freedom from restrictions 
and authority. In the garden it is leisure—not time—which should be of the essence. !
PLANT: 
If beauty is their only excuse for being, In bloom-time they must be cleaned off and “evaluated” and, it there is time, 
photographed. And in the end they have to be divided and disposed of. !



Spatial Mapping & Navigation

MGD Thesis, NSCU May 2009



schema structures

imageability

spatial intelligence

personality traits

&

&

&

For my thesis, I questioned the visual organization of an online environment and how it further connects us to the physical 
environment. Through the use of Kevin Lynch’s notion of CLICK imageability I investigated the qualities that make an 
environment legible, leading to me further question of the use of cognitive mapping as a product of our organized 
representations of an environment constructed through what Howard Gardner calls CLICK spatial intelligence, This is a 
process of thinking in the spatial medium serving as a tool in searching and navigating information in the spatial context. !
I also reference a study by information scientist Jannica Heinström that draws a comparison between the ways individual 
CLICK personality traits affect the information searching process, I combine this study with the CLICK schema structures 
that organize our spatial and temporal knowledge of information as outlined by Jean Mandler. !!

spatial intelligence
problem-solving skill

recognize instance of the same element 
transform or recognize a transformation of an element into another 

conjure up mental imagery and then to transform that imagery 
produce a graphic likeness of spatial information 

anticipate moves and their consequences 
relate perceived patterns to past patterns 

Frames of Mmind: Theory of Multiple Intelligences

Howard Gardner

gardner, “frames of mind: theory  
of multiple intelligences” !
Spatial intelligence is our mental capability to solve problems in the spatial environment through a set of operations, 
which is typically triggered by the intake of information  !
abilities critical to spatial intelligence: 
ability to recognize instance of the same element 
ability to transform or recognize a transformation of an element into another 
capacity to conjure up mental imagery and then to transform that imagery 
capacity to produce a graphic likeness of spatial information 
ability to anticipate moves and their consequences 
ability to relate perceived patterns to past patterns 



personality traits
specific motivations

neuroticism

extraversion

openness

agreeableness

Five Personality Dimensions  
and their influence on information behaviour 

Jannica Heinström 

conscientiousness

I reference a study on the cognitive differences of users, conducted by information scientist Jannica Heinström. The study 
of library users draws a comparison between the ways individual personality traits1 affect the information searching 
process as well as the users’ understanding of information services. Using the five-factor model of personality dimensions, 
Heinström identified specific motivations (constructed of barriers and preferences) with regard to personality types: 
neuroticism, extraversion, openness, agreeableness, and conscientiousness

scenarios 
for investigation

In order to combine all the areas of my research, I structured three scenarios that each address a user goal and the 
necessary information needed for locating a walkable community. I aligned this content with research from three of the 
five the personality dimensions. Each dimension outlines a motivation for seeking and the behavior that arises out of the 
situation. These combinations are then aligned with a cognitive structure that would accurately organize the information 
for the given task to be carried out in the online environment. CLICK



investigation oneinvestigation 
one

INVESTIGATIONS: 
ONLINE ENVIRONMENT

CLICK In this first investigation, a single mother wants to relocate to a walkable community that has an elementary school 
nearby so her son can get to school on his own, either by walking or riding a bike. It is important for her to find 
information about the safety of the area as well as the integrity of the school overall. The school’s academic standing and 
overall community involvement are a few of the other concerns she may have in addition to it’s location. Area parents are 
the best source for first-hand acknowledged information pertaining to the school and the neighborhood. The task of 
connecting to the right people creates a situation that generates anxiety for the mother due to the overwhelming nature 
of making a decision that involves so many variables in information. 

thesis investigation #1

The site begins with an aerial city view made up of districts. The map orients her by indicating the following landmarks: 
downtown, the industrial park, and the airport. Minimal opportunities for interaction dictate a system-directed path 
throughout the site.  !
At any given moment in the site, she can choose to view the properties for sale, rent, or enter a specific address. The “for 
sale” markers pulsate slightly suggesting interaction. Upon rolling over brief details are given. The common walkable 
locations are nodes listed below the site landmark they represent the categorical organization structure for information.  !
Upon selection of a location, more information is revealed marking the locations within that category on the map. She 
selects public schools. The location markers appear on the map as the remaining items in list become inactive elements, 
but remain visible, hinting at a consistent feature of the site that gives her an indication of where  
she has been in the site. She can now assess the proximity of the schools in relation to the landmarks and districts of the 
city, as well as the properties for sale. The red flashing “you are here” dot orients and directs her in the next step of 
interaction. !
The district that has an elementary school, junior high, and high school within the same area is selected since she is 
planning ahead for her child’s future. Once she selects the district, the spatial environment transforms and orients her in a 
more detailed district spatial view.  This transition of “going-into” is a consistent behavior of the spatial environment. A 
navigation tab appears that functions as a landmark. !



investigation 
two

An active retired senior citizen wants to relocate to a walkable community. He anticipates the future need of residing 
close to daily accommodations and other people as he ages. The health benefits of walking and access to a variety of 
comfortable routes is important to him. Connecting to a range of options constructs a situation that is met with curiosity 
and fulfills the need for discovery.  

thesis investigation #2

A specific address has been entered in the address field and the route option has been selected. Now he is positioned in 
the neighborhood spatial view with the specified location situated in the center of the map. The surrounding radius 
indicates the distance that is comfortably walkable, easily bikable, and transitable.  !
The route selector tab tool appears at the neighborhood spatial view. Inside this tab tool, information is organized as a 
matrix structure, allowing him to compare multiple routes. The routes can be viewed by calories expended in transit 
specific to him, pulling data from another system, or by average time. Here he chooses to view by minutes. Upon rollover 
of the items in the matrix the specific details of each are revealed. Typical locations of everyday activities are listed on the 
vertical axis and the type of walk is listed on the horizontal axis. Each type of walk is labeled by a motivation descriptor; 
“direct route” implying the shortest route, “leisurely route” suggesting a more scenic stroll, and “vigorous route” 
conveying the energy level necessary to reach the destination.  !
He wants to find the direct route to the public library.  Once he selects the node in the matrix, the route is marked on the 
map. The visual language indicates different segments of the route, the dotted line for walking and the solid line for the 
bus. The route pulsates as an indication of more information. !
Once he clicks the route, the spatial environment moves him from a bird’s eye view into an up-close street spatial view. 
Building characteristics are transparent so that the entire route is visible. Another tab tool displays the route details and 
further options for information The first segment of the route pulsates. Upon rollover an information tab appears giving 
him further details for that particular segment of the route. 



investigation 
three

A young couple wants to relocate its family of four to a walkable community.  The parents desire a community rich in 
diversity and history all while being in close proximity to their daily needs of work and school. Connecting to stories about 
the neighborhood leads them to large amounts of relevant information about the current landscape and historical roots. 

thesis investigation #3

In this particular study, a user is connected to stories about a neighborhood, further leading them to large amounts of 
relevant information about the current landscape and historical roots of the area. Upon completion of my thesis, I quickly 
realized that it wasn’t complete. This set of studies and learnings was just the beginning of work that would follow me into 
my academic career.  !!
The couple has input a specific address of a home for sale and chose to connect to tours. They are now situated in the 
neighborhood spatial view with information tags indicating various tour options for active areas that reside in close 
proximity to the home.  !
The couple selects a tour and it opens up to reveal a video of that particular street. Key locations with relevant 
information are tagged in the video. The yellow tag indicates that they have been here before and viewed that specific 
information tag. As they move through the video, their position within the physical environment is marked on the smaller 
street map with the “you are here” flashing dot. The tags move with the video, revealing tags in the distance to show 
what is ahead. The couple can choose to select a tag in the distance; this would zoom forward in the spatial video. These 
information tags connect to more information, either linking the couple to a site, blog, interview, or video specific to that 
location. !
The couple selects the restaurant information tag. It opens up to display options. They select the “interior view” option 
and a video appears showing video from inside the restaurant. As these information tags open, the preceding 



MAP Detroit: an interactive narrative

current research project

After my graduate experience I relocated to East Lansing, Michigan and continued to explore the possibilities of my final thesis 
investigation, using Detroit at the focus of a project that I have titled “MAP Detroit”. !

Detroithistory future

There are several places within the city of Detroit that offer a rich history and are currently being restricted to start a new future. The 
histories reveal a past influenced by technology, manufacturing, and consumerism ultimately affecting the social and cultural 
aspects of the city and it’s residents. These historical stories are fragmented across various forms of media such as images, oral 
accounts, video, and text. All of which are accessed through various websites, libraries, and multiple historical organizations. Detroit 
residents along with urban and city planners, community organizations, and historical scholars have interest in preserving and 
accessing these historical stories as a means to connect the past, present, and future of Detroit. 



MAP
DETROITAn interactive narrative project

It is within this context that I am developing MAP Detroit, an iPad application that will connect users to geospatial data from the city 
of Detroit. Users of MAP Detroit will be immersed into historical and contemporary stories about specific locations, with emphasis 
on the present, past, and future. The experience will educate and reconnect people with parts of the city that they might have 
otherwise overlooked or forgotten. Geospatial data will be organized and revealed through online interactive walking tours and 
location specific timelines. Typically, walking tours move participants through a physical environment while a guide directs them. 
This physical act of experiencing the city’s spaces, cultures, and histories reveal the urban landscape through educated storytelling; 
narrative dialogues between the spatial and temporal. An application such as this would give resonance to the rich histories 
embedded in this once popular and vibrant community of Detroit.

2009

2013 2016

back to walk

Sequence of Interaction

2009

2013 2016

The following sequence walks through an example of how a user would interact with the map, graphic elements, videos, images, and 
audio within the MAP Detroit application. The sequence also offers up content and story examples that would be revealed in the 
application. Simple sketches give a sense of the main interface and provide an overview of interactivity, form, and scene to scene 
transitions.



Visual of Concept

With Detroit at the center, a 2D map will be displayed. A flashing red dot will give the user an arbitrary indication of where they are 
situated in the map, the user can chose to move the dot to other areas of the city.

Visual of Concept

Upon touch interaction by a user, the map zooms into to reveal neighborhoods. Interactive walking tours in the area are indicated, 
audio and text welcomes the user and describes the tours. The areas of interest are highlighted on the map as the audio mentions 
them, when the audio welcome ends the red dot will blink. In this interface sketch, the Grand Circus Park Historic District is the 
neighborhood of interest.



Visual of Concept

Once a walking tour is selected, a new window will reveal an interactive video with the selected route’s content. Here the interface 
reveals a walking tour of Woodward Ave, the main thoroughfare that extends through the entire city. 

Visual of Concept

A smaller version of the original map will be overlaid on the video to show the user’s position in relation to the general vicinity. This 
navigator map will follow the direction of user as they proceed through the walking tour. 



Visual of Concept

Specific sites within the video tour will be identified and labeled, and further interaction with the labels will reveal deeper levels of 
content manifested through various media options—images, additional videos, audio, or text documents—that will engage users in a 
digital narrative. 

2009

2013 2016

back to walk

Visual of Concept

Upon the selection of a site label, the video will spin the user around in the environment positioning the user in front of the selected 
place and a timeline appears to indicate relevant information specific to that location. The timeline is stopped at the current time, 
future is to the right and the past is to the left, information will be linked in the timeline. The information could include images, movie 
clips, interviews and audio about the current and historical events surrounding the location. Here the user is stopped in front of the 
David Whitney building and can chose to interact with the timeline through scrubbing it.



2009

2013 2016

Visual of Concept

When the user selects a moment in the timeline, the media related to the date selected opens on top of the visual image. In this 
scenario a news story featuring the current development is displayed.

project development

need 
& 

concept
funding 

resources
product 

development

The project is in it’s initial development stages. Up to this point I’ve initiated the need and concept of the application. Currently, I am 
actively seeking funds and resources to begin product development. 



open 
source 

framework

interactive 
large format 
multi-touch 

screen

user  
generated  

content

project future

The future plans outside of the application development is to create a framework for an open source digital platform. This platform 
would be made freely available to other cities undergoing renewal and growth. These cities would be able to adapt and create their 
own iPad application in order to preserve and share their city’s past, present, and future. Another future goal would be to develop a 
site-specific large format screen display that would allow multi-users at one time to interact with the location’s historical 
information. And finally, another item on the future wish list, is to enable a way for the application to pull in user generated content 
further developing the capabilities of the interactive narrative.

MATRIX Center for Digital Humanities & Social Sciences

Director of Visual Interaction Design

Along with this project, I engage in several other interactive projects through my role as Director for Visual Interaction 
Design at MATRIX, MSU’s Center for Digital Humanities and Social Sciences. Matrix is devoted to the application of new 
technologies for teaching, research, and outreach. As one of the premier humanities computing centers in the United 
States, Matrix creates and maintains online resources, provides training in computing and new teaching technologies, and 
creates forums for the exchange of ideas and expertise in the field. 
Matrix houses major digital library repositories including to the African Online Digital Library (AODL), Detroit Pubic 
Television’s American Black Journal video archives, Historical Voices, and the Quilt Index.



projects in the 
digital humanities

Digital_Humanities

Ann Burdick, Johanna Drucker, Peter Lunenfeld,  
Todd Presner, and Jeffery Schnapp

Projects in the digital humanities intersect the fields of computing with disciplines in the humanities. These projects 
embrace a variety of topics from curating online collections to data mining large cultural data sets. 
• it is a kind of scholarship that requires design, management, negotiation, and collaboration 
• they are projective, involving iterative processes and many dimensions of coordination, experimentation, and 

production 
• meld hands-on-work with vastly expanded data sets, across media and through new pairings of the digital and the 

physical 
• resulting in new definitions of and engagement with knowledge that encompasses the entire human spectrum 
• researchers (faculty, staff, students, community partners, etc.), museums, libraries, and archives, community members, 

alumni, collectors, historians !!!!

matrix
Center for Digital Humanities 
and Social Sciences

project manager

usability expert

developer

designer

Collaboration has been taking place on various digital repository projects at MATRIX, calling for a team structure and 
working process of which I will go through now. These projects engage the online environment through a web site or a 
device application, depending on need. A collaborative team is made of up of the project manager, usability expert, 
developer, and designer.



project manager
usability expert

developer

designer

—coordinating the metadata 
—working closely with the partners  
—setting timelines  
—keeping the project on task

The project manager is responsible for coordinating the metadata, working closely with the partners for the project, 
setting timelines and keeping the project on task.

project manager

usability expert
developer

designer

—conduct a heuristic evaluation 
—stakeholder interviews 
—user analysis 
—user testing

The usability expert will conduct a heuristic evaluation, stakeholder interviews, user analysis and user testing.



project manager

usability expert

developer
designer

— programming of all digital aspects

The developer is responsible for the programming of all digital aspects related to the project.

project manager

usability expert

developer

designer —visual design 
—interactive system

The designer oversees the visual and interactive aspects of the project.



project manager

usability expert

developer

designer

user experience  
design

As the digital library is being archived and cataloged, the project manager initiates the “user experience design” 
component of the project. Depending on the needs of the partners and the project, various phases within this component 
may or may not be implemented to develop a functioning solution.

heuristic 
evaluation

stake holder 
interview

landscape 
analysis

contextual 
inquiry

design 
solutions

user experience  
design

usability 
testing

functional 
solution

phases

The phases and the documents created throughout the user experience component look something like this: !
Heuristic Evaluation 
An analysis of the system focused on usability, playability, accessibility. !
Stake Holder Interviews 
Leads to overall goals and needs that should be addressed throughout the project. !
Landscape Analysis 
Is an evaluation of partner or competing websites. !
Contextual Inquiry 
A walkthrough of activities at the user’s workplace or other “natural” setting.  !
Design Solutions 
Attempt to address areas of concern. !
Usability Evaluation 
Tests proposed solutions by potential users.  !



heuristic 
evaluation

stake holder 
interview

landscape 
analysis

contextual 
inquiry

design 
solutions

user experience  
design

usability 
testing

functional 
solution

phases

research phase

project manager

usability expert

developer

designer

The first four phases are considered as part of the “research phase”. Knowledge retrieved during this phase directly 
informs decisions made throughout the design solutions phase. The usability testing and functional solution along with 
the design phase go back and forth to ensure feedback from the testing is addressed. It goes without saying that the 
team meets regularly throughout this process to ensure all the needs of the project are being met. By the time we reach 
the “design solutions” phase...

design 
solutions

user goals

motivations for searching

information needed

content

information 
organization

we know the user goals and motivations for searching and the necessary information needed to meet that goal, as well as 
the content we have to work with. This gives us enough to begin organizing information into a sequence for interaction. 



design 
solutions

information 
organization

structures for organization

design 
solutions

information 
organization

structures for organization

category structure

The structures for organization used can affect the speed and efficiency of searching and processing information. A 
common way is to organize information into categories creating pages and lists of information built off a hierarchy that 
reveals more with each click. 



design 
solutions

information 
organization

structures for organization

beginning endmiddle

episode episode

story structure

Applying characteristics of story structure to the organization of information creates an environment in which the content 
is approached much like a story. Stories have a beginning, a middle, and an end, are connected by episodes, consist of 
expectations and generally are approached with abstract knowledge. 

design 
solutions

information 
organization

structures for organization

beginning endmiddle

episode episode

story structure



For example, The Slave Biographies project, an open access digital repository maintained by Matrix, holds over 1000,000 
records related to individuals involved in the Atlantic slave trade. This database is a valuable resource for scholars because 
it is searchable across various collections and record types, as it is organized by categorical structures. For an audience 
interested in uncovering an individual’s detailed biography, organizing the information into a story structure would be 
more beneficial. !

Slave Biographies: ipad application concept

To propose this idea, we created a prototype for an ipad application that would pull records from the repository but 
organize it in a way that would better reveal the stories created from the data. !



Here the information is accessed by location and aligned with a specific year, on the map the number of slaves at the 
specific time are indicated. 

Here a zoomed in view of the map reveals specific plantations on record and a search tool that enables a more specific 
individual search based on gender, age, and skill set. Individuals that meet the search criteria are highlighted on the map.



Upon selecting one of the indicators on the map, the individual’s story unfolds. Here we see the story of Phyllis and the 
records associated with her. The tabs to the right will lead to more information about her journey and relationships.

When selecting the journey tab, a map opens up to show her specific journey as it occurred across time and physical 
space. The relationship tab would show her family connections across space.



story structure
general audience

category structure
research audience

Organizing the information using story schema structure, sets up a better experience for an audience interested in an 
individual narrative, whereas using categorical structure is more beneficial for the serious researcher needing specific 
information.

story structure
general audience research audience

category structure



design 
solutions

interactive 
sequence

Once it is determined how the information will be organized and the means through which the information will be 
accessed (website, iphone, ipad, etc.) The next step is to plan for the interactive sequence.

design 
solutions

interactive 
sequence

wireframing

Wireframing is the low-stakes method to organize content and plan for interaction. Typically they show a specific task flow 
rather than all aspects of the site.
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structure

content

hierarchy

functionality

navigation

behavior

How will the pieces of this site be put together?

What will be displayed on this site?

How is this information organized and displayed?

How will this interface work?

How will someone get from one place to the next?

How does it interact with the user? How does it behave?

Wireframes answer several questions pertaining to the structure, content, hierarchy, functionality, navigation, and 
behavior of the online environment. 
How will the pieces of this site be put together? 
What will be displayed on this site? 
How is this information organized and displayed? 
How will this interface work? 
How will someone get from one place to the next? 
How does it interact with the user? How does it behave?
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How will the pieces of this site be put together?

What will be displayed on this site?

How is this information organized and displayed?

How will this interface work?

How will someone get from one place to the next?

How does it interact with the user? How does it behave?



This is the set of wireframes for The Slave Biographies project that I just shared. Specific interactions related to the 
functions of the timeline and the map are worked out here. It is an easy tool to change before investing time in the visual 
design and development stages. !!

1

2

3

4

5

In this case we worked through 5 iterations to get to a point where the sequence was working from all aspects. !!



ANALOG 
SKETCHES

DIGITAL 
COMPS.

low content high content

Wireframes can function at varying levels, from a sketch, to simple black and white digital compositions, to working with 
actual content. Here are the simple sketches I worked through before starting the digital black and white versions.
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After determining a plan for the interactive sequence, the visual design of the interface begins. 
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colors

typography

media

orientation

“Problems with visual design can turn users off so  
  quickly that they never discover all the smart choices  
  you made with navigation or interaction design.”

Jesse James Garrett

This process defines the application of colors, typography, media, and orientation of all the elements. These decisions can 
either make or break the experience for users. As Jesse James Garrett states...Problems with visual design can turn users 
off so quickly that they never discover all the smart choices you made with navigation or interaction design. 
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“Problems with visual design can turn users off so  
  quickly that they never discover all the smart choices  
  you made with navigation or interaction design.”

Jesse James Garrett

The most visually complex screens from the wireframes are worked up into visual design compositions. From this scenario, 
these four screens were selected to be worked into the visual design comps. shown here. !!!



static images

The comps are often static images, however, in some projects the comps maybe rendered into a video scenario showing a 
demo of interaction, similar to what I showed in my previous thesis work. !!!

visual design decisions

To talk more in detail about the decisions made during the visual design process, I will reference another Matrix project. !



The MSU Vietnam Group Archive project offers an interactive experience into the records and materials documented in 
Vietnam during 1957-1963. This is the research planning site for students and scholars building the collection. 

A different part of the site is being developed for an curious audience interested exploring and browsing the various 
documents, maps, and photos collected in the archive.



screen real estate

The first decisions made had to do with “screen real estate”. Using a full screen image of the map at the beginning 
immediately signifies it as the main source for interaction. 

screen real estate

The next highly interactive area is the list of documents that is revealed later in the sequence, planning for this feature is 
considered early on in the screen sequence. The list then shares the screen space with the map as they are intended to 
inform each other.  



screen real estate

Once the “view details” of a document is selected, it too takes over the screen as it has become the primary feature for 
attention. 

grid system

Next is determining a grid system, the underlying structure that helps to align elements and visually organize the space. 
Although subtle in this case, the lack of a grid can easily create a sense of disorganization and disorientation.



typography

Next is typography, this is a big decision as typography needs to be readable, directional, and subtle all at the same time, 
whatever it does, it cannot get in the way of the design. 

typography: function

document selectionsyear options

document info

directs to more info
opens tab

The first step is determining the function and information communicated by each piece of text to select typeface, size, 
style, and weight. Breaking the text into function categories will help to set a consistent approach.



PT sans

PT sans

Driod Serif

typography: typeface

Next is selecting the typeface. There are several typefaces available for the web, we are no longer locked into using Ariel 
and Georgia for all websites. A quick google search will reveal many decent options. Keeping it to 2-3 typefaces is 
optimal, using too many different typefaces can easily overwhelm the space.

Sans Serif

Serif

typography: style

A A Sans SerifSerif

Selecting the right style for the function is important. Sans serif typefaces are void of the decorative elements making 
them more appropriate for the smaller navigational text, whereas serif typefaces evoke a more formal quality appropriate 
for titles or narrational text.



typography: style

4 styles

Using style appropriately and consistency can communicate just as quickly as reading the text. In this detail of the 
document listing, 2 typefaces and 4 styles are used. sans serif uppercase for location, serif title case for the title, serif italic 
for the document type, and then the directional “view details” is in sans serif sentence case. This type formula is 
consistent throughout the site.

color

Finally, decisions of color are just as critical as the typography choices as they work together to communicate. Arbitrary 
decisions can lead to a site that is hard to navigate. Using color in smart ways can communicate to a user where they are 
in the site and where they are going.



color

At the beginning of this project I was working with an initial color palette that was inspired by one of the maps in the 
collection, I was drawn to the pastel colors that evoked a certain retro feel similar to the period the documents are from. 
It lacked contrast and vibrance that would help draw the user into the information quicker.

Working with the initials colors I began with, I developed a richer palette and used it in ways to draw the eye into the 
main map image, like using dark brown at the top and bottom bars.
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This concludes a brief overview of the design solutions phase within the user experience component of a DH project.  
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To summarize, considering the use of stories to organize information will lend itself to a better experience. Using 
wireframing to plan for an interactive sequence will get team members on the same page and allow for multiple 
iterations. Making decisions related to screen real estate, grid systems, typography, and color will create a better 
environment that one can navigate through with ease. !
Taking into consideration any of these areas into your online projects can greatly enhance the end experience for all 
audiences.
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